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GRATITUDE
Am I expecting too much? I've been editing the Auckland Orienteer for a year or two now. One reader
makes a point of telling me when he thinks it's been a good month. I'm pleased to report that in the
months when I'm particularly pleased with my efforts he usually agrees. Mind you, he also makes a point
of telling me all my mistakes when it's far too late to do anything about them! You can't have everything I
suppose. Thanks Rob G, I really do appreciate you, and I also appreciate your information, your
corrections, your suggestions, your advice, your disagreements, your coaching, your organisation, your
hard work.
From time to time my good friends around the country tell me how much they liked something in the
magazine. And the best flattery is when something I have written is re-printed in another newsletter. Isn't
it sad that I have to rely upon them for feedback? Because in all the time I have been editing this
magazine, I can't remember more than a handful of Aucklanders saying thanks, or well done, or anything
at all. I'm not exaggerating, it genuinely is in the low single figures.
If some of you had said thank you for the maps you run on week after week I might conceivably forgive
you, but only a handful of you have ever done that either.
/ therefore announce my resignation from the role of Editor of the Auckland Orienteer unless I get a bit
more feedback, a bit more support, and a bit more gratitude. It's boring and I don't want to do it any more.
And here's a radical notion. While you're at it, how about thanking the following people:
• All those M21Es and W21Es who work like dogs to thrill us with their performances.
• Your Club's Treasurer, Secretary, Chairperson, Mapping Officer, et al.
• The setter, controller and coordinator of the next event you go to or the last event you went to.
• The fieldworkers whose names are on the map.
Apart from the total lack of gratitude, it's been good fun. Thanks to all of the contributors - W100, Ken,
Lisa and the Horides, and my other occasional correspondents. Thanks to Marquita for doing her bit.
Now is the time and place to summarise the guidelines I have been using to make this newsletter as good
as it can be, in the hope that they will help my successor. Here it is: a cynic's guide to editing:
• Don't complain about no-one contributing. If they don't want to write for you, that's your problem, not
theirs. And it's VERY boring reading endless pleas for contributions, I know, I read every O newsletter
in the country every month. If there are no contributions, make some up or print fewer pages.
• Don't apologise about being late with the newsletter. They all do that every month and it's BORING and
no-one cares because they know you are busy and they weren't exactly waiting by the mailbox anyway.
• Don't write an editorial if you don't have anything to say. And PLEASE don't begin with "another month
has flown by." Your readers DON'T CARE about your inability to keep track of time.
• Search out information about events, because those gormless people who run them will not tell you,
and events are what we are all here for. Phone them up and whinge at them until they tell you, and
force them to make up stuff for the next three months if you have to, it's not your fault they don't have
their act together.
• Double check all event information, nothing else really matters, and it's SOOO embarrassing if you get
it badly wrong.
• Invent the truth. If no-one can tell you when or where or what or who (start times, signposted from,
courses available, who to call) MAKE IT UP because then they will use the newsletter to decide those
facts, fondly imagining that the decisions were made in an informed manner by a committee of the great
and good. Remember that you have the ultimate defence: "Oh, I'm sorry, did I mislay the article about
that event that you wrote with all the correct facts in it? Did I get wrong all that true information that you
phoned and told me?"
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• DON'T ask your readers to vote on what you should do with the newsletter. They will knock back
EVERYTHING. Just do it, they will get used to it. If you do ask them to vote, you will feel compelled to
abide by their decision, and they will always say NO.
• DON'T put unnecessary and repetitive graphics in the newsletter that use up trees and contribute
nothing. Remember that your job is to inform and entertain, not to look pretty. Likewise set up your
word processor so that it crams the maximum amount of text on the page.
• NEVER promise in one issue what you will deliver in the next issue. No-one cares and it makes you feel
stupid when you can't deliver because someone let you down because they had to choose between
letting you down and letting their family down.
• NEVER believe people who promise to send you articles, and don't get upset if they let you down. It's
human nature, you can't change them.
MARK ROBERTS

The editor takes no responsibility for the accuracy of this information which has been collated from many
Please call Club Secretaries for final confirmation: (C) Central: Rae Powell 624 1513 (CM) Counties-Manu
Brighouse 09 298 8380 (NW) NorthWest: Marquita Gelderman 412 8879 (Wh) Whangarei: David Nevin
2415 (H) Hamilton: Jim Barr 07 856 9501 (P) Pinelands: Lyndon Haugh 07 886 9671 (T) Taupo: Kathleen L
07 378 0818 (R) Rotorua: Andrew Wilson 07 348 7694 (E) Egmont: Annie Sanderson 07 753 3541.

MARCH 1996
Sat 2nd

T

Katoa Po All Night Relays, Karapiti, Taupo, club teams pre-entry
Lots of interesting details in the December NZ Orienteering magazine.

Sun 3rd

NW

Muriwai, promotional event, 10:00-12:30, free to novices and helpers
3 courses, setter Dave Middleton

Tue 5th C

Summer Series / Secondary Schools event, One Tree Hill / Cornwall Park
Observatory, Manukau Road, 17:15-19:00, last Tuesday evening Summer Series
event of the season

Wed 6th

H

Rose Gardens, off Cobham Drive, 17:15-18:45

9/10

Squad Ahuroa Valley & Woodcocks, EVENT CANCELLED - SORRY!

Sun 10th

Tue 12th

Deadline for entries to National Champs, details December AUCKLAND ORIENTEER
P

CDOA OY1 Waihou (formerly Redwoods Farm), 11:00-13:00
Enter from Lesley Road off Whites Road, Putaruru. The start area is apparently
"aching beautiful".

NW

Moire Park, Promotional, Secondary Schools event, 17:00-19:00
Setter Astra Wistrand, Controller Ann Fettes

Sun 17th C

Sat 23rd

Lloyd Elsmore Park, Bell Road, Pakuranga, 10:00-12:30 NEW(ish) MAP
Setter Mark Stewart Controller Darren Ashmore

H

Whatawhata 1, signposted from Whatawhata on Hamilton-Raglan Road, 11:00-13:00

Wh

Parua Bay, 11:00-12:00

Squad Training Day, Huriwai, Port Waikato, open to Squad and Associates
3
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Call Rob Garden 412 8879 plenty in advance if you want to join in
23-24

AIT

Orienteering Instructor Training Course, contact 307 9999 x 7344, details in this issue

Sun 24th

NW

Weiti, Autumn Series / Secondary Schools event, 10:00-12:30, 5 courses
Setter/controller Terje and Mary Moen, signposted from Haigs Access Road (Okura
Walkway) on Eastern Bays Road at the bottom of Redvale Hill.

T

Poihipi Forest, 11:00-12:00, Judy Martin and Laurie Baxter

R

Ngamotu or Waipapa 11:00-13:00

CM

Autumn Series, Robertson Road, Waiuku, 10:00-12:30

Sun 31st

Setter Ken Greene, Controller Lyndsay Shuker
H

Pakaroa, 11:00-13:00, signposted from Tauwhare

T

Taurewa or Mills Block (?), 11:00-12:00

APRIL 1996
Tues 2nd CM

Counties-Manukau Club Meeting, all members welcome, 19:30, venue TBA

Wed 3rd

C

Central Club meeting, all members welcome, 19:30
Davies Residence, 17 Crescent Road, Parnell

5-8

H/E/P

National Championships, PioPio, near Te Kuiti, pre-entry, details December AO

8-12

Spain

Veteran World Cup

9-11

Squad Junior Training Camp, Bulls, open to all juniors, contact Shaun Collins 631 0204

Thurs 11th NW

NorthWest Club meeting, all members welcome, 19:30
Stone Residence, 8 Agathis Place, Mairangi Bay

12,13

North Island Secondary Schools Championships, Whirikino, $10 for weekend
Enquiries call Robyn Davidson 06 353 3262 fax 06 354 2475

RK

Sun 14th H

Four Brothers, off Hamilton-Raglan Road, 11:00-13:00

Wh

Pompallier, 11:00-12:00

T

Karapiti, near Wairakei 11:00-12:00, Jocelyn Reeve, training day

Sat 20th

NZOF Annual Seminar, Bulls

Sun 21st

NZOF Annual General Meeting, Bulls
Squad GIB Board Woodhill Forest Run, Muriwai, organiser Rob Crawford
Fun run and Mountain Bike, short and long courses, forms available soon, thousands
of dollars worth of prizes, helpers welcome.
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NW

Pulpit Rock, Promotional / Secondary Schools, 10:00-12:30
Setter/Controller Nick and Stan Foster, signposted from Muriwai

T

Punetekahi, 11:00-12:00

Sun 28th CM
P

Totara Park, Club event plus Secondary Schools, 10:00-12:30
Setter/Controller Jeanine and Ken Browne
Hodderville, new remap, 11:00-13:00
Wh

May 1996
5
8
11
12
12
19
24
26

5

30

H
Wh

Glenora
Maunu, night-O (?)
World Cup 1 Lithuania
World Cup 2 Latvia
World Cup 3 (Relay) Latvia
NW
Ngapuketurua, Autumn Series, SecSch
P
Redwood Res, Tokoroa, colour remap
Wh
Glenbervie
T
CDOA OY2
T
CDOA Sec Sch Champs, Karapiti
CM
Autumn Series
H
Sanatorium Hill
T
Karapiti,
11:00-12:00

August 1996
3
4
11
17
18
19
21
24
25

June 1996
1 -3

NW
QB3Day Auahine Topu/Otakanini Topu
PAPO Canterbury Champs, Craigmore
8-14
Junior World Championships, Romania
9
SecSch
H
CDOA OY3 Kairangi
Wh
Gumtown
16
C
Pulpit Rock, Autumn Series
P
Crossing
18
NW
Auck Sec Sch Ch, Kaipara Knolls
23
H
Kapamahunga
30
C
Streets/parks

NW
T
C

C
H
Wh

31

Mangawhai, AOA OY1 (?)
Junior World Champs Romania
NZ SecSchChampionships, Woodhill
Ngapuketurua, Promotional
CDOA OY4
AOA OY2, Waiuku Forest
Winter Classic
O-Ringen Sweden
Streets / parks
Rose Gardens / Sandford Park

World Cup 5 Norway
Sixteen Mile, AOA OY3
World Cup 6 (Relay) Norway
CDOA OY5
World Cup 7 (Relay) Switzerland
AOA OY4
World Cup 8 (Short O) Switzerland
World Cup 9 Switzerland
World Cup 10 France
Streets / parks
Hamilton Lake
Omu Creek (?)
World Rogaine Champs W Australia

September 1996
1
8

CM
H
NW
15
C
22
Wh
P
29
C
H
28-6 Oz

July 1996
7
Wh
8-14
12,13 C
14
NW
R
21
CM
Y
22-26
28
C
H

Winstones
World Cup 4 (Short O) Sweden

AOA OY5, Whiriwhiri Maioro
CDOA OY6 MtEliza
Karamatura
AOA OY6
Mair Park
Hodderville (?)
Streets / parks
Kairangi
Aussie Championships, Tasmania
Southern Cross Junior Challenge

October 1996
6

NW
P
13
Wh
T
19,20 CM

Otakanini Topu, AOA OY7
Hodderville (?)
Phoebe's Lake (?)
CDOA OY7
Auckland Championships & Trials
Harkers Reserve & Four Seasons
26-28 HB
3 Day event
PAPO MTB/Club/Night/Train-O, Hanmer Springs
5
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C
H

Auckland Relay Championships
Glenora
Auckland Primary Schools Champs
CDOA Ch, Ratapihipihi or Mangamahoe
South Island Champs, Otago, A-NZ Trial
Kioreroa Road
Wellington Championships

5
9,10 E
16,17 D
17
Wh
23,24

December 1996
8
29
31

H
Wh
PAPO
PAPO

University
Mangawhai
A-NZ Warmup, Bottle Lake
A-NZ Challenge Individuals, Dalethorpe

January 1997
1
2
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PAPO A-NZ Model, Craigmore
PAPO A-NZ Relays, Craigmore

make the transition from park events. Weiti is
certainly a different proposition from parks like the
Domain, but with plentiful assistance from volunteer
instructors, most people seemed to enjoy the
courses. Les Paver's longer courses proved that
Weiti is still challenging for most of us.
More volunteers are required to assist at a similar
promotion event at Muriwai on Sunday 3rd March.
Despite rain in Auckland, the sun never stopped
shining on the Kaweka Challenge mountain
runners, making Lorri O'Brien appreciate her new
"camelback" drinking system. Lorri and Glenn
Middleton were placed second women's team on
the 2 day 28km course 3, after a competitive race
against Egmont's Annie Sanderson and partner.
First time Kaweka competitor Antony Foxell and
running partner Rowena Humphries adopted a
more leisurely approach and also enjoyed their
experience.
Other notable longer runs this summer included:

NORTHWEST
NEWSHOUND

Katie Fettes' first place in the Pukekohe halfmarathon in 84:46.
Geoff Mead ran the 45km Waikaremoana Track,
normally a three day tramp, in 7 hours. Geoff's
rations of a single packet of biscuits proved a bit
meagre as they ran out as he faced the major climb
up Panekiri Bluff.

Annual Dinner
The Club awarded some special prizes at the
annual dinner last December. Congratulations to
the following award winners:
Lise Moen, Most Improved Junior
Bert Chapman, Most Improved Senior
Mark Lawson, Most Improved Newcomer
Marquita
Gelderman,
Most
Outstanding
Performance
Alison Stone, Most Valuable Contribution to the
Club

Next club meeting

We kicked off February with a very enjoyable BBQ
at Rob and Marquita's home and it was good to
meet the Smithies family who have relocated from
Invercargill.
The promotional forest event at Weiti Forest
attracted a good number of newcomers keen to
6

Thursday 11th April 19:30, Stone Residence, 8
Agathis Place, Mairangi Bay.
Every club member is welcome; come along and
get involved with your club.
LISA MEAD 445 4555
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CENTRAL
CHATTERBOX
This month's Chatterbox is still not very chatty
because we still don't have an official scribe.

Mark McLean, Sasha Middleton, Darren Ashmore,
Marquita Gelderman, Rob Garden, Dave Melrose,
Bronwen Allen (apparently dressed gorgeously) et
al et al. One hopes that Rob's presence minimised
their losses.

Next club meetings
The next Central Club meeting will be held at 19:30
on Wednesday 3rd April at the Davies Residence,
17 Crescent Road, Parnell. All Club members are
welcome.
MARK ROBERTS 520 5993

COUNTIESMANUKAU NEWS
CMOC has a new scribe in Sally Pilbrow. I thank
those who have helped me with little bits of
information in the past and hope that you will assist
Sally in her efforts. A phone call before the 20th of
the month is all she needs.

People
Antoinette Fotherby was 4th Junior Girl in the
Auckland Triathlon Championships.
Samuel
McGivern starts at Unitec soon. Timothy McGivern
passed School Certificate in 5 subjects. Lyndsay
Young has passed School Certificate in English
and Mathematics while still in the 4th Form.

New members
Welcome to Phil Creagh, Mary Langdon and
Richard Foy. Notable among the subscriptions
received so far this year were TWO from one
member - Andy Brewis, and we regret to say none
from Jill Dalton and Rob Crawford.

Cycling round Taupo
The 1995 Great Lake Cycle Challenge was taken
up by 3800 cyclists, some cycling alone, some in
teams, and some going round twice. Winning
times were just over 4 hours. Stewart and Warren
Young finished in 1407th and 1412th places, with
times of 6:14 and 6:15. Eddie Reddish finished in
7:04, 1878th overall and 263rd in the 45-54 grade.
Tony Reddish was 14 minutes and 116 places
further behind.

Spotted at the Casino

I will continue to do The Archives, unless Jill Dalton
wants to make me happy by taking over. They are
apparently of interest to the O fossils in the area
and I have ready access to the scrapbooks which
Jeanine regularly kept before she became
"undisciplined"!
KEN BROWNE 299 8413

Annual General Meeting
The AGM was held recently at Bombay. Wayne
Aspin has agreed to another year as President,
Linda Brighouse is Secretary, Roger Hiscock is
Treasurer. Thanks from the members for your past
sterling efforts. Also a big thankyou to Ken Browne
for his contributions on our behalf to the Auckland
Orienteer. I'm sure that if his knees could stand it
he would be dancing a jig at handing this job over
to me.
Club subscriptions have remained the same as last
year at Senior $52, Junior $30, Family $85. For
special rates call Roger at home on 278 3955.
Subs are due now, made out to CMOC and sent to
Roger Hiscock, Box 22309 Otahuhu.

People
The recent Elite Series results featured Tania
7
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Robinson as a winner several times. With last
year's efforts in Australia, surely this makes here
Australasia's number 1 woman orienteer. Recently
Tania won a 1500m track title for senior women at
an athletics meet. Meanwhile Jeanine Browne
gained second place in 41 mins in a 10km race
held in Auckland Domain.
Mrs. Moen, CMOC's grandmother, has been in
hospital with heart problems but is recovering, I
hear. Athol Oldfield has had surgery and is due
home soon, but requires further treatment. We
wish a speedy recovery to both. "Little" Robyn
Oldfield is now a very tall doctor at Middlemore
Hospital.

ARCHIVES MAR'86
March 1986 was a month for social events. The
Auckland Night Championships at Selwyn Road
were preceded by novelty events in the afternoon
and a barbecue. Earlier the Frank Jakeman picnic
area in Waiuku Forest was set up as an overnight
camp for a training weekend. About 20 South
Auckland seniors instructed teenagers in O
techniques as well as floundering, cricket, volleyball
and barbecues in the evening.
The Summer Series finished off with an Invitation
To The Forest event on Selwyn Road. Again
followed by a barbecue in the grassy area by the
concrete tank. David Melrose followed Swedish
visitors Hakan Svensson and Mikael Hansson
home in the 8.1km course. Campbell was just 10
weeks old. JB was the best of the women. Among
the shorter course entries were Vivian Rix, Briar
Gregory, Lynn Ashmore, Jeanette Boswell,
Christine Jager, Lynn Creagh, Lorri O'Brien and
Christine Crate (DSQ, wrong no 8).
Of the 198 names on the result sheet, 104 are
unfamiliar to me, so it might be assumed that they
did not keep up the sport. Some theorist in Park
To Forest transitions might have some ideas.

Seen recently at the opening of the Casino: the first
two customers through the door were ex-orienteers
Kevin Ireland and Michael Siburn.
Franklin schools juniors - your Championships are
being held on May 6th so rattle your teacher along
if it hasn't been mentioned yet.
The Onewhero events on a Thursday evening have
re-started, starts 17:30-18:30, until the end of
daylight saving. Venues are signposted from
Tuakau Bridge. But to competitive orienteers
remember there is an embargo on those maps at
present, sorry.

Next club meeting
Tuesday 2nd April, 19:30, venue TBA.
All
Counties-Manukau Club members are welcome.
SALLY PILBROW 09 236 0303
8

The major event for the month was the Taupo
Easter 3 Day. Again more socialising at the Iwitahi
Forest Camp with all cabins booked and fun in the
communal eating hall before travelling to Kinloch,
Opepe West and Opepe. Hakon Svensson was
top M21E, beating Kevin Ireland and Bill Teahan,
while Carey Martin beat Gillian Ingham and Judith
Harzenmoser (Switzerland) in W21E.
At the other end of the age groups we saw Antonia
Wood of HVOC and Aiden Boswell (SAOC) winning
the 13 year grades.
Some orienteers had to forego their annual Round
The Bays run to indulge in the Night Champs
afternoon activities.
KEN BROWNE [CMOC]

CARRYING
CONTROLS
"What is the easiest way to carry controls? I find
the traditional method of carrying controls
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underarm or on the shoulder takes quite an effort,
particularly when collecting controls after I've just
run in the event."

9
move around is the main reason why we don't use
them.

Now, for transporting flags, I've found that putting
them on the handlebars of my mountain bike works
SCOTT VENNELL [COC] ON O-NET
really well. And a great way to carry punches is to
I have a roughly triangular fanny pack that is slip them over your waistband with the teeth
perfect...I can presort and stack controls vertically
pointing out (gripping into the fabric) - no hassle,
(plane formed by triangle frames parallel to my
and they really stay put!
back) away from my back. punches can be
wrapped with control. I can carry up to 15 this way.
J-J COTE
Wide variety of fanny packs available now. You
I think replies from US might have missed the point
can probably find one suitable.
of the question since it seems you often use only
MARK MCMILLAN, AMERICAN I SUSPECT! flags hung on trees etc 'over there' and anyone can
carry a dozen flags or more with no great problem.
In South Australia we have some excellent controls
However, in Australia and those NZ events I have
which have folding code plates and pack into
been to, we use stands which have punches fixed
custom made racks, not back packs. Carrying 20
to them and then we hang the flags from the
at a time is no problem and more isn't too bad if
stands.
you don't have to go too far. I use an ordinary day
pack to carry flags and any other odds and ends I As I said, anyone can carry the flag part of the
setup - it's the stands that are awkward. In fact, it
might need while I'm placing or collecting controls.
These controls were designed and built by a local is a well known fact that control stands were
specifically designed so that nobody could carry
orienteer, Ron Larsson.
They are made of
more
than 5 at a time without at least one sliding
aluminium for lightness, but have a steel spike for
out
and
hitting you on the shins on its way to the
strength in that critical area. The racks are made
ground.
from aluminium.
The best setup I have seen for a while is a control
stand that was designed in two parts. The stick part
is separate from the cross-bar part. This has two
advantages: firstly that you can locate the stick at
the control site a few weeks before the event in
DEXTER PALMER, YALANGA ORIENTEERS most cases. This saves time as hitting the stands
into the ground is one of the most time consuming
A school type back pack is exactly what I use. It
parts of setting out the stands for an event. It is
has an outside pocket to keep punches separate, if
also an advantage to know that you can actually
you desire, and internal pockets for pens etc. I fill
get the stand into the ground - in some places, the
the bag in order of removal as you suggest, I bring
ground is so hard or rocky that you might even
along extra indelible marker and code cards and
consider moving the control site if you are yet to
stapler at an event in case I have to replace a
print the maps! It can also be used to ensure the
control or it mistakenly has a wrong code..
control locations are correct: the course setter can
place the stick part of the stand and the course
JEFF SAEGER
vetter can go around and check the sites and the
Just for clarification, it sounds like you're talking visibility of the control from various approaches.
about carrying control stands, yes? Here in the
USA we don't generally have a problem with this Since the stick part is just a metal pole, it is not
easily noticed or likely to be stolen or be damaged
because we almost always tie the control markers
to the branches of trees (or whatever is handy), by weather. Then on the day of the event, or the
and control stands are never used. In fact, I don't day before, you can go out and put all the cross
bars on the sticks and hang the flags, which is
even know what a "typical" control stand might look
pretty quick.
like (though I'm familiar with the homemade ones
that we've used for World Cup and WOC events
The second advantage is of course that it is not too
over here). I've transported a few stands by sort of
hard to carry a large bundle of sticks and a large
stacking them on top of an external frame pack
bundle of cross-bars at one time as they are all a
(hard to explain), but the fact that they're a pain to
much more manageable size and shape than when
Not only are these controls easy to handle in the
field but they are also very light and compact when
it comes to packing equipment trailers or the boot
of your car.

9
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they are all part of the one awkward shape. The
cross bars are made as a small T with a very short
stick which is designed to slot onto the top of the
control stand stick.
Apart from this idea, I think stackability really
depends on the exact shape of the stand. I have
seen many different control stands that all stack in
different ways. Some don't stack at all no matter
what you do!
My solution is to collect stands in pairs: I navigate
and pull the stand out of the ground, untie the flag
and carry all the flags, while the other person gets
to follow along behind, carrying all the stands! (I
find someone very strong is good for this part of it!)

10

SUE CLARKE
Well, I think that the best way to carry controls is to
strap them to the back of an M1A2 Abrams Tank.
Of course, there aren't any trees left to tie them to
when you get to the point, buy hey, who cares,
anyway? Better for a few trees to die than to lose
valuable training, that's what I always say.
PAUL COLE

AOA JUNIOR NEWS

Two junior teams will contest the Katoa Po all night
LYNN DABBS, SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA relays in Taupo this weekend March 2/3rd. An
Auckland junior team has won for the last 2 years,
The best setup I have seen for a while is a control we plan to make it 3 in a row.
stand that was designed in two parts. The stick part
I am planning to hold a weekend training camp for
is separate from the cross-bar part.
juniors 13 and over to coincide with one of the
Now that is a great idea.
Autumn series events. It will probably be in May or
But for those of us committed to the full stake/cross June, watch this space for more information.
bar combo (until we build some 2 part ones), I have
If you are keen to represent NZ as a junior there
found a suitable method for carrying.
are 3 opportunities this year and you need to let the
Use 2 velcro straps to wrap firmly around a bundle selectors know if you wish to be considered.
Detailed information about the trials and who to
of stakes (as many as can be comfortably carried
in each hand bearing in mind that the load lessens contact was published in the Auckland Orienteer in
progressively), each strap towards opposing ends the December? 1995 issue and in NZ Orienteering
of the bundle. The straps must be long enough to December 1995 on page 8.
then leave some slack and wrap around another
LORRI O'BRIEN, AUCKLAND JUNIOR TEAM
stake which acts as the carrying handle. The velcro
MANAGER
has to be long enough to leave a gap between the
bundle and the carrier stake to prevent hand
grazing. The carrier stake is parallel to the others
in case you are finding it hard to picture.
Usually the velcro only needs retightening after
every 2 or 3 stakes are removed from a bundle.
The velcro straps with a buckle, make retightening
very easy. Flags can be left on although I tend to
carry them separately in a small back pack. This
method enables 8-10 steel stakes in each hand for
me which is a vast improvement on other means.
I originally used a pair of plastic XC ski/pole
carriers but they limited me to about 5 stakes per
hand and stakes tended to start slipping out after
the first few were gone.
If your control numbers are fixed onto the stakes
permanently as ours usually are (cattle ear tags),
then it pays to plan your bundles so that you are
dispensing alternately from each bundle rather than
rearranging part way around for balance.
10

EMAIL, THE
INTERNET, THE WEB,
AND ALL THAT

I wouldn't blame you if you thought "email? net
surfing? urgh, who needs it?"
I have two PCs that I call my own. Both powerful,
one permanently connected to the Internet, one at
work and one at home, neither paid for by me, both
loaded to the gunwales with stuff. I treasure them
and care for them but I don't play with them, they're
tools not toys.
For play I go and get dirty
somewhere or cook food and drink wine. I don't
play PC games very often.
I'm writing this newsletter on one of "my" PCs, I
draw maps on this one, and I write software for a
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living on the other one.

The World Wide Web

So believe me when I say that after 24 years using
computers I'm not blinded or enthralled by
technology - it's results that get me going. Tools
not toys, results not fun.

And finally web-surfing. This is simultaneously
overrated and underrated. The fuss you've heard
rarely concentrates on what you can actually
achieve with the World Wide Web. Here are a
couple of examples

Recently I started using the internet, and I want to
explain to you why you should consider it too.

Electronic mail
The first application of the Internet is email. Think
of it like a telephone system. Everyone has a
phone, everyone is comfortable with it, it's a great
way to stay in touch. That's email in only a couple
of years from now - an alternative to the phone
which is written instead of spoken. It makes written
communication immediate and cheap and
convenient, but also less intrusive, which means
that you do it a lot more often, you get more out of
it, and you can do more with it. The result, unless
you were always a demon letter writer, is that you
extend and strengthen your ties with your friends all
over the world.
I already have a list of 70 NZ orienteers with email.
I've started doing a large proportion of my O
"business" by email and it's saving me and my Club
phone money and time. When I want to get
material for this newsletter, I email everyone on the
list in the Auckland region. When I want to discuss
the map for the Nationals, I email the people on the
Nationals committee who have email (quite a few).
Frankly, they are getting preferential treatment from
me, because it's easy. And those without email are
being left out. Sorry about that!

O-Net
The next application that's of interest to you and
me is O-Net and the variations on that theme. An
easy way to keep in touch with what is going on in
your particular area of interest. Almost every
specialist area in human life has a newsgroup, a
mailing list, whatever - a way to ask questions,
provide answers, learn how others do it, and to
keep in touch.
It creates for you a universe of discourse and a
community of acquaintances which is vastly wider
than any that you could sustain with any other
medium. Want to find out how to carry controls?
How to use OCAD? How to do just about anything
O-related? Just mention it on the O-Net and wait.

My colleague said "do you know how to make this
golf game work under Windows 95?". Three
minutes later, I kid you not, he had his answer.
I needed a recipe for Lemon Chicken. My flatmate
logged on, and two minutes later, he had a recipe
on the screen. (Simultaneously I managed to find
a recipe in one of my recipe books - the print
medium is not dead yet!)
This is what the WWW does for you - it gives you
access into the obsessions and the interests of
millions of enthusiasts all over the world.
The search mechanisms available on the web are
stunning. Type in any subject under the sun and
within seconds you will have a list of places with
information about that topic. Just a mouse-click
and a few seconds wait and you are reading what
they have to say.
The Web is an unimaginably gigantic reference
source that's growing daily.
Someone,
somewhere, is sufficiently obsessive about any
subject you care to name to have put up a web
page all about it. That's why your kids need to
understand the Web as well as you had to
understand the school library - and the balance is
shifting every day. They may still be reading
novels on paper when they grow up - but they will
never need to buy a reference book.
For at least a decade, the rubbish about PCs being
educational and useful in the home has been
overwhelming and largely wrong. But in the last
few years two key things happened: seriously
powerful and easy-to-use computers, modems and
software became readily available; and the Internet
(with
its
attendant
data
communications
infrastructure) became the key information
resource of the next century.
The first information revolution was speech; a few
hundreds of thousands of years later came writing;
a few thousand years later saw printing; a few
hundred years later came the postal system,
decades later came telegraph, radio, telephone,
telex, television, fax, satellites, video, and business
computer networks.
The latest revolution, and believe me it is as much
of a revolution as any of them, is the Internet.
11
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Don't knock it till you've tried it! (By the way, it's a
consumer product now, anyone can cope with it.)
MARK ROBERTS

1996 NATIONAL
SECONDARY
SCHOOLS CHAMPS
The 1996 Silva New Zealand Secondary Schools
Orienteering Championships will be held on the
12th and 13th of July and are being run by the
Central Orienteering Club.
With the uncertainty of availability of maps, the
venue has not yet been decided; but hopefully both
days will be held on Woodhill maps.
The first day has the individual events. There are
two levels, championship level for the experienced
orienteers and the standard level for those less
familiar with the sport.

never-ending story.

MapSport December 1988
Graham and Bill Teahan argue for reallocation of
the national champs from Labour weekend to
May/June, for regional champs to precede the
nationals and for a 3-4 month national competition
season culminating in the nationals to be followed
by 2-3 months rest. Michael Wood suggests a
reduction in the number of OYs and
reconsideration of the worth of the relay, score,
night and sprint championships.
MapSport Summer 1990
John Davies as NZOF chairperson proposes the
classic and short course champs be held in a
weekend in May with the relays on another
weekend.

Auckland Orienteer October 1993
Selwyn Palmer argues for the national competition
season to be from mid-February culminating in the
national champs at Queens Birthday, not Easter,
followed by 2-3 months rest.

The second day has the relays where all the
courses are at the standard level.
It is planned to have an event centre which
encourages the social aspects of the sport but just
how successful this will be depends on the choice
of map. Food is an important ingredient of a social
environment, so we are looking for some group to
provide this service. It would be a good fund
raiser, possibly 300 hungry teenagers captive in the
forest. Would anyone interested please give the
organisers an indication of interest as soon as
possible. We wish to advertise this service to the
schools on the enrolment forms.

Ross Brighouse puts the case for inclusion of
winter events in an O season. He envisages a
season being a gradual build up from promotional
events, winter series, OYs, area champs and then
the national champs. Rest time is over summer.

Joanna and Alistair Stewart are organising the
event on behalf of Central OC.

MapSport September 1994

Contact numbers are: phone 5755695 (home),
3737599 x 6362 (work), fax 3737503, email
aw.stewart@auckland.ac.nz.

THE O SEASON

Auckland Orienteer August 1994
Rob Garden expresses appreciation for the winter
break from orienteering and an intensive OY and
regional champs competition season to come.

Auckland Orienteer September 1994

Darren Ashmore puts a case for a competition
season from April culminating in the national
champs at Queen's Birthday weekend. He differs
from Selwyn (October 93 above) in the starting
date and envisages summer preceding events of
the Autumn Series type, multiday events and
special events such as APOC.

The Never-ending Story

Auckland Orienteer October 1994

Andy Brewis outlined in the February edition the
formation of a group to provide scenario
orienteering programmes for discussion. Here are
some of the previous chapters in this seemingly

Dave Godfrey supports Ross (9/94 above) and
argues that summer is a better time for promotion,
not competition.

12
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Auckland Orienteer November 1994
Judy Martin queries the tradition of having the
nationals over a long weekend and suggests that
the national relay champs should be held on a
weekend of their own. "Perhaps we are a bit set in
our ways, let's have a bit of variation".

NZ Orienteering December 1994
Michael Wood as NZOF coaching director gives
reasons why there should be an off-season.

NZ Orienteering February 1995
Jill Dalton reminds us that there is no AOA
competition season providing a build up to the
national championships at Easter.

NZ Orienteering May 1995
Michael Wood notes that large numbers of
orienteers do not want significant events in either
July/August or December/January. Furthermore,
we do not have enough volunteers to run a
continuous annual season. The issue, he says, is
where best to place the national champs within the
other two segments of the year.

NZ Orienteering September 1995
John Powell suggests that allowing the organising
club to choose the date for the champs will provide
for the climatic variation within the country and for
regional preferences.

Auckland Orienteer October 1995
Rob Garden argues for a weekly competition series
of OY and area championship events from late
August until early November. He envisages a 3
month rest period from competition events in winter
and summer excepting special events like APOC,
ANZ Challenge and the Elite series.

NZ Orienteering Dec 1995
Rob Crawford reminds us that Queens Birthday is
unsuitable for having the champs in Dunedin and
joins Judy Martin (Nov 94) in querying a fixation
with long weekends.

13

Summer Sunday park events have not been very
successful in attracting beginning orienteers. Nor
has the Sunday forest event at the end of the
summer series.
An innovation in summer
orienteering this year has been to provide and
promote two free Sunday forest experiences for
beginners during the summer series.
The event at Weiti on 11th February was the first
promotional special. Beginners were offered free
courses, the loan of a compass and instruction.
Transport to the event was offered. Helpers were
given free red and orange courses. The promotion
and helping was a cooperative effort of Central and
North West.
The promotion was successful in attracting a
significant number of new people.
Thirty
individuals and two groups were not AOA members
in 1995. That is, about a half of the results listed
are for non-club members.
All of the 13 doing the short farm land beginners
course were non-club members. Two of these also
tried the short beginner course set partly in forest.
Two groups and five individuals tried the short
beginner forest course. Only one was a club
member.
Of the nineteen who did the easiest predominantly
forest course, 8 are not club members. Courses 1
and 2 were set for experienced orienteers and yet
there were five names I did not recognise!?
The promotion is repeated at Muriwai on 3 March.
JOHN POWELL [COC]

HOW'YA GO?
(SHONA'S THEORY)
How you ever asked an Orienteer the vitally
important question 'How did you go?' You are
bound to receive all sorts of answers, excuses and
stories. However, finishers can be placed into only
a few categories:

• One that slinks away straight to the cars without
talking to anyone - these ones you give a wide
JOHN POWELL [COC]
berth to.

WEITI, 11 FEB

• Others that walk around the finish area looking
cool just waiting for others to ask how they went
- these ones know they have done well.
• Others go straight to the results board hoping
13
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on or about the first of every month except January.

that they have done well but want to confirm it.
• Others wait around the results board soaking in
the feeling of winning, revelling in the feeling of
seeing their name at the top of the list.
• A rare few will abuse the organisers - keep well
away from these until their fuse has been put
out.
What sort of finisher are you?

Mail your contributions to Box 99612 Newmarket, or
deliver to 23a Shore Road, Remuera, or fax 263 4794, or
call me or my machine at home on 520 5993, or call me
at work on 263 4793, or email mark@kiwiplan.co.nz
The deadline for contributions for the March
is Wednesday 20th March.
I will pass everything on to the new editor (unless I
get some gratitude before then) (assuming that
there is a new editor).
AUCKLAND ORIENTEER

(For these fascinating insights into the behaviour of
the strange lifeform called an Orienteer I thank
Shona - a spectator of many Orienteering events)
BRYAN TEAHAN [NWOC] ON O-NET

ETCETERA
Australia-NZ Challenge
29th December 1996-2nd January 1997

Disks please, if you can; ASCII text with no hard returns,
or Microsoft Word, on DOS 3.5" disks for preference. I
will, of course, return your disk, but remember to write
your name on the label!
If you can't supply on disk, and the article is fairly long,
please supply as camera-ready copy, on A4 with a
16mm border all round (265mm x 178mm), and font size
at 11 points. Careful! This border is smaller than your
WP or typewriter would normally be set up for, and the
font size is bigger.
The new editor will probably be perfectly happy to
type articles or letters if necessary!

The proposed timetable is
29th December: Warmup, Bottle Lake
Spencerville, Christchurch. Sand dune pines.

Next Issue: April 1996

/

31st December: A-NZ Individuals, new forest map,
Dalethorpe, Malvern Hills, Sheffield
1st January: Model event for relays, Old Craigmore
dolines (negative terrain) map
2nd January: A-NZ Relays Craigmore The Gorge /
Cleveland
Several events follow in Otago and Southland.
Overheard
"Great, I went straight to all the controls, but when I
arrived, they weren't there!"
FROM HBOC NEWSLETTER

THE AUCKLAND
ORIENTEER
The AUCKLAND ORIENTEER...
...is the monthly newsletter of the Auckland Orienteering
Association, combining the Central, Counties-Manukau
and NorthWest Orienteering Clubs. It used to be edited
by Mark Roberts, COC (520 5993) and distributed by
Marquita Gelderman, NWOC (412 8879) and published
14

Distribution
If you change your address, please contact your club
membership officer or Marquita Gelderman on 412 8879.
If you want a back issue of The AUCKLAND ORIENTEER,
please contact your club membership person, or
Marquita, or me.

Credits
The New Zealand Orienteering Federation gratefully
acknowledges the support of the Hillary Commission.
MARK ROBERTS 520 5993, SIGNING OFF...
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WHEN YOU'VE HAD A BAD RUN...
A really bad run. It wasn't your fault - the controls were wrong, the map was
wrong, the course was wrong.
There are basically three possibilities.
1. Sulk. The choice is yours. You can vow never to orienteer again, go home, and
find an activity more suited to your temperament such as watching the NZ
cricket team on TV.
2. Abuse the planner. This is a no-no, quite against the etiquette of orienteering.
It seems that this rule was disregarded by some people at the Ross Creek event.
If you must grumble then direct your remarks to the controller who has the final
responsibility for the courses. Remember that the planner has spent many hours
providing the courses that you have just messed up. He/she was up long before
you that morning and won't be finished until all the markers are collected. We
should be grateful to anyone who is willing to undertake the planning of courses
- cherish and nurture them.
3. Use the experience constructively, by following the steps below:
i. Look after yourself. Warm down, have a drink, put on dry/warm/clean
clothes, re-establish your personal equilibrium.
ii. Look at the results. Has anyone completed your course in a reasonable time?
Are there people around who did the same course as you and are looking
relaxed and happy?
iii. Target one or more of these people (don't worry about whether you know
them or not), start with a compliment; "You did a good time, what did you
think of the course?".
iv. Then get down to specifics; "What route did you take on leg 3?"; "How did
you identify the re-entrant for control 7?"; or even; "Were you sure the
marker was in therightplace for control 8?". Listen carefully to the replies.
This is where you can really learn about orienteering. The person you're
talking with may be one of the top guns or a relative newcomer, but on the
particular leg that they have just completed successfully they are the expert.
15
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v. If you are still dissatisfied with aspects of the course talk to the controller
who should be available throughout the event - not the planner. The
controller is usually more experienced and knowledgeable than the planner.
This may make you more hesitant about criticising, but he/she is probably
less defensive - after giving birth to courses the planner feels quite an
emotional stake in the offspring!
It may be that a control has been moved by vandals. It may be that factors
you are not aware of forced an unsatisfactory compromise on the planning. It
may be that the controller and planner made a mistake, in which case you
will have performed a service to the sport by pointing it out.
PAT EHRHARDT IN DOCUMENT

THE 1995 TWALKBACK SHOW
TWALK is an institution. The Canterbury University Tramping Club's TwentyFour Hour Walk has been taking place every year since 1967, on the weekend of the
full moon closest to the shortest day. Some of the competitors are institutions as
well. Members of this year's team Originals Plus have been involved for nearly 20
years, while Ross Wakelin, one of my team mates in The House of Pain team, has
been at it for 10 years (and the few occasions when he hasn't been on the winning
team it's generally been because he was the organiser and course-setter). The event
takes the form of a number of long orienteering courses over hill country, at some
mystery destination about an hour's bus ride from Christchurch. The competitors, in
teams of two to four or more, are dropped off where the bus stops at mid-morning
on the Saturday, given a map and a set of grid references and clues describing the
control points, and sent on their way.
The bus then drives round with the gear to the finish of the first course, usually a
shearing shed, which the competitors will reach two or three hours later, after
solving the often cryptic clues, and finding the well-hidden markers, each with a
code word which must be recorded and reported at the finish. At the "Hash House",
food is laid on throughout the 24 hours, and each team has a compulsory 30 minute
break before going out on the next loop. The winner is the team that has found the
most markers when the 24 hours is up, at mid-morning on the Sunday.
16
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The event begins with a mass-start, so it is important to work out the coordinates of
the controls on the first course and get away early, so as to be able to keep tabs on
the rest of the field. The markers, which are half an icecream container lid with a
code word, can befiendishlydifficult to find, hidden down rabbit holes, under rocks,
or sunk in water troughs. An ability to solve cryptic clues helps a lot, but when a
large number of teams are searching in the same area, it is just as important to
watch the others, in case they find it first. It also helps to have some secret signal
worked out by which to alert your own team mates, but not everyone else, that
you've found it and can head off to the next one. The House of Pain team, named in
honour of Dunedin's Carisbrook rugby ground, consisted of Ross, from Rotorua, and
3 Dunedinites - in addition to myself there was the father and son team of George
and Bruce McLeod. As orienteers we figured we'd have the navigational side of
things under control, even on a 1:50,000 scale topographical map (much less
detailed than the 1:15,000 and 1:10,000 scale maps we are more used to). Our main
worries were whether we would be wily enough to outsmart such veteran Twalkers
as Pete Squires and Ann Kennedy in the Originals Plus, and fit enough to outwalk
such multi-sport megastars as John Howard, Keith Murray and Vivienne Prince in
the Croaking Mushrooms.
Well, after battling through head-high matagouri, fighting our way into the teeth of
vicious southerlies that plastered our 700 metre high high-point with snow
(fortunately a good many hours after we'd been there in the moonlight midnight),
we finished up with a comfortable winning margin. We cleared out from the
chasers just before dusk, which gave us the advantage of getting more of the
controls on that loop while it was still light, and stayed ahead through the night.
On the last loop, which none of the other teams even got started on, we knocked off
a handful of controls, just to make sure of the win.
RICK MCGREGOR IN DOCUMENT
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Department of Sport & Health Science

Orienteering
Instructor Training &
Kiwisport Orienteering Teachers' Certificate
Friday Evening, Saturday & Sunday
22, 23 & 24 March
A n exhilarating course for those who work with groups in
the outdoors & wish to explore the range of opportunities
that orienteering offers. You will develop skills for:
Instructing map reading, how to make orienteering an
adventure & more. Led by one of AIT's great outdoor
enthusiasts.

Topics:
•Bush Navigation

•Group

•Map Drawing
•Adventure in Orienteering

Building
•Confidence Building

•Map

Reading Skill Progression

Where:

Auckland Institute of Technology
AB Lecture Theatre 1, Akoranga Drive, Northcote

Enquiries:

Department of Sport and Health Science
Telephone 307-9999 extension 7344

$175 moving you closer & closer by degrees !
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Howick and Pakuranga

HOWICK orienteering champ
Darren Ashmore hit early form
in the New Zealand elite series
last week.
Ashmore has won three out of
the five races he has competed in
so far during the series, outfoxing world ranked No 3
Carsten Jorgenson from Denmark each time.
In the third round of the series
at Woodhill Forest, Ashmore finished four minutes ahead of Jorgenson and reigning New Zealand champion Bruce Mcleod
from Dunedin.
Last week, Ashmore pulled off
two wins in a row at Killarney

Lake and Mamaku Forest —
even after suffering a severe
asthma attack.
The former Edgewater College
head boy missed the last few
races in the series through work
commitments, but will compete
in the last two races in Palmer¬
ston North.
Ashmore is building up towards
the World Cup series in Europe
later in the year and will use the
New Zealand champs in Easter
as a lead up.
Ashmore finished 66th in the
1994 series and is confident of a
big improvement after his recent
good form.

"It's a bit of a surprise to grab
these early victories because I'm
certainly not in top form yet,"
says Ashmore.
The 24-year-old is also looking
at competing at the Australian
champs in September if money
allows.
Ashmore is currently teaching
his sport at various schools
which he says works in well with
his training.
But he still does not have
enough money to allow him to
compete in the full series at the
World Cup is hopeful of finding a
sponsor so he can.

Ashmore training
towards Europe

TIMES

Darren Ashmore - heading towards Europe.
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